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1. INTRODUCTION 
  
Since the 1970s, there has been a significant increase in private car usage 
mirrored by a significant decrease in Public Transport (PT) usage. The 1985 
Transport Act introduced the deregulation of local bus services (outside 
London) and was designed to open up the bus market to private competition 
and stem this decline in patronage. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show that car use has 
continued to grow since then, whilst bus patronage has continued to decline, 
except in London where there has been substantial investment in buses. 
 
The lack of clear responsibility for providing PT information is now recognised 
as one of the greatest gaps in the 1985 Transport Act and changes have been 
made in subsequent legislation in an attempt to remedy this. It is widely 
acknowledged that continued growth in road traffic levels is unsustainable, so 
a diverse range of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ incentives have been introduced in an 
attempt to reverse this modal imbalance, promoting PT as an attractive and 
viable alternative to the car. 
 
One of the ‘soft’ incentives identified as key in promoting PT is improving the 
amount and quality of information that is made available to the traveller. The 
DfT acknowledge that “difficulty in finding out which buses run when and 
where can only discourage people from using the bus, and make the private 
car seem more attractive” (DfT, 1999, p.26). Therefore, providing suitable 
information is vital in ensuring that people are able to use PT successfully. If 
PT is viewed as a ‘product’, then information is the ‘instructions’. Without any 
instructions, it is often difficult to understand how a product works. 
 
Improvements to PT information have tended to concentrate on timetable 
information. Timetable information primarily deals with the ‘when’ element of 
travelling by PT but people also need to understand the ‘where’ element. It is 
commonplace for timetables to show street names and landmarks which even 
local residents are not familiar with, and many timetables do not provide the 
information required to plan a PT journey without some level of uncertainty.  
 
Informing people about ‘where the buses go’, including the use of PT mapping 
has been widely neglected. This paper begins with some of the key findings of 
a desk-based study as part of ongoing research into PT mapping. It then goes 
on to discuss the potential for a new type of bus map, the ‘Stop-Specific’ Bus 
Map, which is intended to assist users when undertaking a bus journey. 
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Figure 1.1 – Private Car Use in the UK, 1984-2006 (DfT, 2007) 
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Figure 1.2 – Bus Patronage in the UK, 1984-2006 (DfT, 1996; DfT, 2006) 
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2. BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 
 
2.1. Motivation for this Work 
 
The main objective of this research is to investigate the potential for the ‘Stop-
Specific’ Bus Map (SSBM), as proposed by Morrison (1996), and evaluate 
how people use them compared to the more ‘traditional’ information media of 
timetables and network maps. Whilst this work is primarily of a cartographic 
nature, there are a number of transport related issues which contribute to the 
foundations of this research, and these are discussed throughout this paper. 
 
Literature reviews by Hall (1983) and Turnbull (2003) indicate that there are 
only a few studies related to PT information. Previous work conducted by 
Evans (2004) revealed that the majority of studies were concerned with the 
overall PT information ‘package’, consisting of various ‘components’ such as 
timetables, map and fares. Very few studies looked specifically at any of these 
individual components and many viewed maps as a minor component, 
relative to timetables. 
 
Based on this study by Evans and reviewing other previous studies, it is clear 
that there is a significant gap in the knowledge about PT mapping information. 
This research will go some way to filling this gap. 
 
 
2.2. Summary of Previous Findings 
 
An updated literature review provided an opportunity to develop the findings of 
the earlier study by Evans (2004). A full discussion of the review is not 
possible within the scope of this paper, and so the remainder of this section 
discusses the findings of the most relevant studies. 
 
Improving Public Transport Information – Benefits to the Passenger 
 
Previous studies (Cahm, 1990; Balcombe and Vance, 1998; DfT, 1999; Brog, 
2000; Cain, 2007) have identified that a lack of information is a significant 
disincentive to travelling by PT, yet taking simple steps in improving this 
situation can have significant benefits, both to the travelling public and to the 
PT operators. 
 
Research by Lodden (2002) and the Bus Partnership Forum (2003) indicates 
that passengers want a PT system that is simple to use, with clear 
‘instructions’, and is one in which they feel confident and in control. Bartram 
introduces the concept of a PT system’s ‘legibility’ where “a ‘legible’ system is 
one in which a passenger can get from one point to another easily and without 
any anxiety about getting lost.” (1984, p.299) 
 
This idea of ‘simplicity’ and ‘legibility’ extends to the provision of information. 
Simple and legible information is essential in providing passengers with a PT 
system that they can use and will want to use, as opposed to one which is 
only considered as a last resort. 
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Previous work by DHC (2003) on barriers to modal shift identified that a lack 
of information about the various travel choices on offer meant that travellers 
and potential travellers were unable to make efficient decisions about which 
mode of transport to use and in the case of PT, which service to take. 
 
In the study, 26 ‘priority factors’ were identified. These were the 
areas/features with low levels of current satisfaction which were also regarded 
as being of high importance in the quest to overcome barriers to modal shift. 
Of these priority factors for bus travel, ‘printed information about services at 
bus stops’ was regarded by the survey respondents as one of the factors with 
the highest importance score. 
 
Improving Public Transport Information – Benefits to the Operators 
 
It is not just the passenger than can benefit from improved PT information. 
Research has shown that operators can also gain from improved information 
through increased patronage and higher revenues. A report from the 
International Association for Public Transport (UIPT, 2003) found that across 
a series of PT improvement schemes, improved information contributed to 
between a 5% and 25% increase in patronage levels. 
 
Enoch and Potter (2002) comment on how route branding in Brighton and 
Hove (including a London Underground schematic style map) led to an 8% 
annual increase in patronage on its five core ‘Metro’ routes, whilst in Glasgow, 
the adoption of the ‘Overground’ network concept (again, including a 
schematic map) gave rise to a 4% annual increase in patronage. 
 
Work by Ellson and Tebb (1978), and Enoch and Potter (2002) into the 
various aspects of PT marketing found that promoting PT services and 
improving information can generate financial returns in the region of 3:1. 
Improved information is a potentially ‘win-win’ scenario, and if increased 
revenues can be reinvested into further improvements in PT information, there 
is the potential for a virtuous circle to be created (Figure 2.1): 
 

 
Figure 2.1 - Public Transport Investment: A Virtuous Circle? (Evans, 2004) 
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2.3. PT Mapping Issues 
 
The previous section outlined the key issues surrounding the provision of 
general PT information. This is a study primarily on PT mapping issues but 
only a handful of studies have actually attempted to study aspects directly 
relating to PT mapping information. These are discussed here. 
 
Some people have limited map reading skills or are simply not confident when 
using maps. A recent study by the DVLA found that around one-third of UK 
motorists cannot read a basic road map, whilst a similar study by e-sure car 
insurance found that a mere 1% of the 1000 drivers questioned would pass 
the Cub Scout Map Reading badge! (CarPages, 2007). 
 
Cain (2007) reports on work conducted by Streeter and Vitello (1986) which 
found that 64% of the US adult population have some difficulty with map 
reading. This raises an important question – if so many people have difficulty 
with map reading, should we be providing PT maps at all? 
 
However, a few studies have specifically investigated the mapping issues 
surrounding PT journey planning and have shown that in general, most 
people are able to use maps to plan a PT journey, albeit with varying degrees 
of success. 
 
Bronzaft et al. (1976) looked at how 20 people used maps to make a journey 
between five stations across the New York subway. The results revealed that 
most subjects were able to complete the required journey but not without 
difficulty. No subject was able to plan a wholly ‘acceptable’ journey, with over 
half of all journey legs being travelled by a route which was deemed as 
‘unacceptable’. 
 
Bartram (1980) compared the performance of users in planning a journey 
requiring one, two and three changes of bus, using four different forms of 
information: 

• Alphabetic list of stops 
• Sequential list of stop (as per a timetable) 
• ‘Geographically true’ network map 
• Schematic network map 

 
The study found that respondents were significantly faster at planning correct 
journeys using mapping information, and that using the schematic map was 
faster than the ‘geographically true’ equivalent. 
 
However, it is important to note that test journeys in Bartram’s study were all 
between clearly defined bus stops, essentially reducing the task to the same 
planning problem as that of a rail journey. This does not truly represent the 
‘typical’ problems faced by actual bus travellers, where journey origins and 
destinations are not normally specific bus stops. 
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Hall (1983) expanded upon the findings of the Bronzaft et al. study by 
examining the whole journey planning and execution process for three 
different levels of information provision: 

• Those with no information 
• Those with maps only 
• Those with maps and bus schedules 

 
Subjects with maps were faster in completing their journeys than those with 
no information at all. Analysis of how the subjects used the various levels of 
information, both before and during the journey, revealed some significant 
issues. The majority (87%) of those with maps used them as their primary 
source of information but did not use them efficiently, with many finding an 
‘acceptable’ route but not one that would be considered as the ‘optimum’ 
route. 
 
Hall also identifies that for some subjects, maps actually proved to be a 
distraction and they might have been better off without any information at all: 
“One person spent a full 24 minutes reading maps and still walked a route one 
mile longer than necessary. Had he not had maps, he would have been 
forced to ask others for directions, and probably been sent on the right path” 
(Hall, 1983, p.187). 
 
Work by Cain (2007) reported on a series of ongoing studies into PT 
information issues, from both a design and user perspective. The main finding 
of the study was that just over half (52.5%) of all respondents were able to 
plan all stages of a PT journey using both timetables and maps. 
 
When breaking down the journey planning process into five distinct stages, 
the study revealed that maps were actually the easier information medium for 
respondents to use, as shown in Table 2.1: 
 

Table 2.1 - Journey Planning, Success Rates (Cain, 2007, p.39) 
Stage Task Information Success (%) 

1 Locate origin and destination Map 
2 Selecting bus routes and transfer points Map 93.6 

3 Locating closest timing points TT/Map 73.2 
4 Identifying correct parts of timetable TT/Map 
5 Using timetable to identify times Timetable 55.6 

Overall Plan a bus journey TT/Map 52.5 
 
A further study into the use of different designs of PT map was conducted by 
White (2007). This work compared the ability of people to use a 
‘geographically true’ map, a schematic TfL-style ‘SpiderMap’ and a ‘strip map’ 
for planning a journey. 
 
Whilst the majority of respondents were able to find the correct answer with 
each design of map, as in the Bartram (1980) study, the research concluded 
that users found the more diagrammatic forms of map easier to use and would 
prefer the ‘SpiderMap’ map design to be displayed at stops (Table 2.2) 
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Table 2.2 - Ease of Use of Different PT Map Designs (White, 2007, p.38) 
Question 1 Question 2 Average 

Map Style % 
Correct 

% 
Incorrect 

% 
Correct 

% 
Incorrect 

% 
Correct 

% 
Incorrect 

Geographic 56.6 43.4 86.3 13.8 71.4 28.6 
‘SpiderMap’ 98.9 1.1 95.4 4.6 97.1 2.9 
Strip Map 100.0 0.0 95.2 4.8 97.6 2.4 

 
 
2.4. PT Network Maps 
 
The previous studies have shown that maps are the preferred information 
medium for most people when planning a PT journey. Most ‘traditional’ PT 
maps attempt to show an entire network on a single piece of paper. Morrison 
(1996) has written extensively on a wide range of cartographic design issues 
surrounding PT network maps, and so this section will focus on the user 
aspects of these maps. 
 
Network maps are useful in providing the traveller with an overview of all 
services in an area. However, a review of a number of these maps indicates 
that they do have some disadvantages. 
 
Potentially Redundant Information 
 
When using a network map to plan a PT journey, the user needs to work their 
way through the following ‘thought process’ map as shown in Figure 2.2. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 - Journey Planning Thought Process Map (Evans, 2004) 
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The user needs to pick out the necessary pieces of information from the 
multitude of information presented to them on the network map. Unless they 
are intending to make a complex journey involving many different services, a 
lot of this information is essentially redundant to them. 
 
Keeping information up-to-date 
 
PT operators can alter or even discontinue poorly performing services with 
only 42 days (6 weeks) notice to the Traffic Commissioner. From a 
cartographic point of view, this can mean that time and money invested into 
producing and distributing a correct, up-to-date network map can go to waste 
within a short period of time. 
 
The Internet has gone some way to resolving this issue, but this is of little use 
to the passenger currently standing at a bus stop with an out-of-date paper 
map in hand. The authors have also observed a number of instances where 
online versions of network maps were out-of-date. 
 
Incomplete picture of an area’s PT network 
 
Operators need to promote their services over their competitors’ services and 
so they often produce a map which only shows their own network of services. 
Network maps can also be produced for subsets of a single operator’s 
services, for example the ‘Overground’ maps produced by First Group. 
 
Although these ‘operator-specific’ network maps are ideal promotional 
material, they present an incomplete picture of an area’s PT services. If a 
potential traveller obtains an operator-specific map and their desired 
destination is not shown, then it could be assumed that it is simply not 
possible to use PT to travel to this area. 
 
Duplication of Efforts 
 
It was expected in 1985 that Local Authorities (LA) would be able to provide 
‘impartial’ information about all PT services in their area. Today, a number of 
LAs produce ‘all-operator’ mapping information, but provision across the 
country is inconsistent and there is often duplication of efforts with the PT 
operators. In some cases PT information provision is jointly funded by PT 
operators and LAs, for example, the National Traveline service. 
 
An extreme example of PT mapping duplication can be found in Derby. Both 
Derby City Council and Derbyshire County Council provide a separate 
network map showing all routes within Derby City. Both maps have different 
production dates and are produced by the same cartographic company. Then 
there are the maps provided by the PT operators serving Derby and the 
surrounding areas, which naturally only show their services. It must be noted 
that Derby is just one example, and there are other areas in the UK where a 
similar situation exists. 
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A study conducted for FWT Studios (Greenwood, 1993) suggested that this 
duplication of efforts was a ‘very British thing’, and that other European 
countries achieved a greater level of co-operation between LAs and PT 
operators in producing PT information. 
 
Route ‘mirroring’ 
 
One beneficial feature of LA network maps is that they are often the only 
opportunity for minor operators’ services to appear on mapping information. 
Whilst some minor operators do provide services that are ‘independent’, there 
are instances where a minor operator ‘mirrors’ all, or part, of a service already 
provided by a major operator. 
 
Where ‘route mirroring’ occurs, the minor operator often uses an identical or 
similar service number to that of the major operator. From a cartographic 
design perspective, this duplication of route numbers can mean it is difficult to 
show all services provided by all operators without producing a cluttered map. 
 
Physical map size 
 
Designing a map to show an entire PT network requires a compromise 
between the level of clarity and the physical size of map. Morrison (1996) 
identifies that to show the full geographical extent of a complex PT network in 
great detail requires a map size which would be difficult to use when in-transit 
or at a (windy) bus stop, but would be suitable when planning a journey at 
home or in the office. 
 
Maps to be used in-transit should be much smaller to allow them to be stored 
in a pocket and used in the confines of a vehicle or at a (windy) bus stop. The 
smaller size means that the level of detail has to be reduced accordingly, 
either by omitting some lesser services or by employing cartographic 
simplification and generalisation techniques, in order to produce a legible 
product. 
 
 
2.5. The Need for a Different Type of PT Map 
 
The previous sections have shown that there is a great need for PT mapping 
to be made more available. 
 
However, it is also believed that whilst the network design of map is useful to 
the traveller, there is also a need to reduce the complexity of these maps to 
provide more relevant mapping information at the point of use. This could be 
in the form of area maps (e.g. TfL’s SpiderMap) or even further focused to 
provide information specific to each stop, equivalent to timetable information 
practice in some areas – the ‘Stop-Specific’ Bus Map. 
 
This paper will now go on to discuss the development and testing of the ‘Stop-
Specific’ Bus Map concept. 
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3. THE ‘STOP-SPECIFIC’ BUS MAP 
 
3.1. What is a ‘Stop-Specific’ Bus Map? 
 

 

A ‘Stop-Specific’ Bus Map 
(SSBM) only shows the 
onward portions of all services, 
irrespective of operator, which 
call at an individual bus stop 
(Figure 3.1). 
 
Previous sections of routes are 
not shown, as it is not possible 
to travel to these locations 
from the stop in question. 
Limited services, such as uni-
directional peak services, 
school services, those which 
operate on specific days, or at 
irregular frequencies may be 
omitted from the SSBM if 
required. 
 
Services which pass by, but 
do not call at the stop (for 
example, limited stop express 
routes) are not shown on the 
SSBM as they can’t be 
boarded at the stop in 
question. 
 

Figure 3.1 - ‘Stop-Specific’ Bus Map 
example (© Evans, 2008) 

 
 
3.2. Benefits of the ‘Stop-Specific’ Bus Map 
 
As discussed, network maps have some disadvantages. SSBMs are not 
intended to completely replace existing mapping practices, but to complement 
them. A SSBM is designed to assist the user in identifying the subset of 
services which would take them close to their destination. 
 
SSBMs also provide reassurance to the passenger that they are at the correct 
stop and that their intended service will call at the stop. This would be of 
particular use to the unfamiliar traveller: “That’s a very basic thing that you 
need to know – that your bus actually goes from that stop, otherwise you 
stand there with your hand out like an idiot” (Audit Commission, 1999; quoted 
in National Consumer Council, 1999, p.32). 
 
The cost-effective production of SSBMs would be feasible today due to the 
greater range of national datasets available, computerised mapping, 
customised functionality in GIS and reduced printing costs. 
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From a maintenance point of view, SSBMs would be easier to keep up-to-date 
as any changes to the network only require the affected SSBMs to be altered. 
Compared to updating and redistributing an entire stock of network maps, this 
should be (theoretically speaking) a more efficient process, especially as bus 
services can change at irregular intervals. 
 
 
3.3. Existing Designs of ‘Stop-Specific’ Bus Maps  
 
Examples of SSBMs already exist in a few areas (Figures 3.2 to 3.4), but all 
are of a highly diagrammatic design which maintains the topology 
(connectivity) of the various routes, but distorts the spatial relations between 
the routes. It is believed that a more ‘geographically true’ design would be of 
greater benefit to users, as it would correspond to their mental map of the 
local area and accurately show the spatial relations between the different bus 
routes and their intended destination. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 - 
London SSBM 

Figure 3.3 - 
Dundee SSBM 

Figure 3.4 - 
Edinburgh SSBM 

 
As the name implies, a SSBM is designed to be displayed at one stop and 
one stop only. Logic suggests that to manually produce a unique map for 
each and every stop in an area would be a very time consuming procedure 
indeed.  
 
This research is attempting to prove the worth of the SSBM concept and add 
weight to the argument for the development of a system, as proposed by 
Morrison (undated), to automatically generate these maps from a GIS 
database 
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4. TESTING THE MAPS 
 
4.1. Choosing the Test Locations 
 
To fully assess the potential of the SSBM concept, it was necessary to design 
and test them for a variety of stops across a number of different locations with 
different PT network characteristics. It was decided to test in Glasgow and 
Edinburgh plus two randomly selected medium sized cities in England, one 
within 100 miles of London and the other more than 100 miles away from 
London. 
 
Further research by Morrison (2000a, 2000b) suggests that towns and cities 
located within PTE areas have a better level of PT information provision. To 
account for any possible PTE influences, it was decided that the English 
locations had to be outwith any PTE boundaries. 
 
One further criterion for the English locations was that bus services had to be 
the dominant mode of PT in the area, with no ‘local’ rail services. This was to 
minimise any influence of respondents’ exposure to rail network maps, which 
are generally more abundant than for bus networks. 
 
From these criteria, Cambridge and York were selected at random from a list 
of medium sized English towns and cities (population between 75000 and 
150000.) 
 
 
4.2. Service Characteristics 
 
It was also necessary to design and test maps for stops with a different 
number of calling services. Based on a review of a wide range of existing PT 
maps designs, Morrison (1996) identified that to preserve clarity, no more than 
nine individual groups or colours should be used on one single map. 
Therefore, the following groupings of services were adopted: 

• 1 to 5 services – each route can be represented by a single colour 
• 6 to 9 services – each route can be represented by a single colour, but 

grouped where possible to maintain clarity 
• 10+ services – routes are grouped to maintain clarity 

 
 
4.3. At-stop Testing Issues 
 
One of the main criticisms of studies about PT information is that they are 
usually conducted in ‘false’ situations, such as hall tests, laboratories or 
shopping centres. This allows the tests to be conducted in controlled 
conditions, but PT information is often used outdoors, at stops, with the added 
distraction of other passengers, traffic and other environmental factors. 
 
Another factor that these situations do not account for is the need for the user 
to spatially orientate themselves in relation to the network. When using a PT 
map at a bus stop, the user has to identify their current location, their 
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orientation in relation to their destination and the direction of movement of the 
bus service at that bus stop. 
 
Whilst it is desirable to undertake tests under real-life conditions, White (2007) 
identified that conducting at-stop tests is a difficult task, and the pilot study for 
this research also found that bus stops are not an ideal location to conduct 
map use tests. When waiting at bus stops, people usually focus their attention 
on identifying whether an approaching bus is the one they want. This meant 
that the majority of waiting passengers were not willing to take part in tests, so 
it was decided to continue with at-stop testing but to approach people who 
were passing by the stop, as well as testing those currently waiting for their 
bus. 
 
The advantage of this approach is that passers-by were not waiting for a bus 
and so surveys did not have to be terminated if a bus arrived. In general, 
passers-by had more free time to undertake the tests and answer questions, 
and were thus more willing to take part. It also meant that the responses of 
infrequent PT users – the primary target group for improved information and 
increased PT patronage – were included in the results. 
 
 
4.4. PT Information Tested 
 
It was important to ensure that tests were conducted with the most 
appropriate form of PT information i.e. the most likely form of information a 
potential passenger would obtain. This only applied to the network map used, 
as it was not possible to control what information was made available at stops 
and there was only one possible SSBM option. Therefore, upon arrival in each 
location, a bus network map was obtained from either the main bus station or 
tourist information centre. 
  
Respondents were asked to plan two separate journeys to different 
destinations, using to different PT information media. To minimise any bias in 
answers due to possibly overhearing a previous respondents’ answers or 
exposure to other information media, a survey framework was designed. This 
ensured that every successive respondent planned two separate journeys (out 
of four possible options) using two different information media from at-stop 
timetables and other information, a network map and the relevant SSBM. 
 
4.5. Additional Information 
 
Once the planning task had been completed, additional information was 
gathered about the following: 

• Perceived use of the PT information media provided 
• Availability of drivers’ licence 
• Current access to a car, either as a driver or passenger 
• Current frequency of use of PT services 
• Potential for the SSBM to increase PT use 
• Age and gender 
• Any other general comments on PT and information 
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5. RESULTS 
 
Data is subject to further processing and calculations, so this section presents 
the headline findings of the preliminary analysis, based upon the results 
obtained at six stops per area. This equates to 108 individuals per area, or 
432 responses in total.. 
 
 
5.1. Average Response Time 
 
As discussed in section 2.2, it is important to provide information that is 
‘simple’ and ‘legible’ to use. Respondents were timed to see how quickly they 
could use the various PT information media to obtain an answer to a journey 
planning query. As Figure 5.1 shows, on average, respondents were able to 
use SSBMs faster than both network maps and timetables in all test locations: 
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Figure 5.1 - Comparison of Average Journey Planning Times 

 
 
5.2. Proportion of Correct Answers 
 
Responses were categorised into four groups: 

• Correct, optimum route 
• Correct, other route 
• Incorrect 
• Don’t Know/No answer given 
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An ‘optimum’ route was defined as one which would take the respondent to 
their destination by the most direct route. It was also important to distinguish 
between responses which gave an answer albeit an incorrect one, and those 
which could not find an answer to the solution. Those in the former category 
would be in danger of boarding an incorrect service, whilst those in the latter 
category would hopefully ask somebody else for assistance. 
 
Table 5.1 presents the breakdown of the answers given by all respondents. 
This clearly shows that SSBMs performed better than the other information 
media, with 80% of answers being classed as ‘correct, optimum’ compared to 
only 56% for both network maps and timetables. It is interesting to note that 
just over one-third of all respondents were unable to find an answer when 
using timetable information. 
 

Table 5.1 - Breakdown of Responses, by Category of ‘Correctness’ (%) 
PT Information 

Used 
Correct, 

Optimum 
Correct, 

Other Incorrect 
Don’t Know/ 
No Answer 

Network Map 55.9 5.9 14.6 23.6 
SSBM 79.9 6.9 3.5 9.7 

Timetable 55.9 4.9 3.5 35.8 
Overall 63.9 5.9 7.2 23.0 

 
Comparing the average times it took for each category of answer (table 5.2) 
reveals that not only were respondents able to identify a ‘correct, optimum’ 
route faster with SSBMs, they would also study a SSBM for slightly longer 
than the other information media before eventually giving up their search. 
 

Table 5.2 - Time Taken to Reach an Answer, by Category (seconds) 
PT Information 

Used 
Correct, 

Optimum 
Correct, 

Other Incorrect 
Don’t Know/ 
No Answer 

Network Map 19.2 18.4 19.0 25.1 
SSBM 15.2 15.8 17.0 26.4 

Timetable 18.5 22.5 19.4 24.2 
 
 
5.3. Ease of Use 
 
As well as being able to find an answer to their query in the shortest time 
possible, it is also essential to assess how easy respondents found using the 
various forms of PT information. This was measured in two ways: 

• How easy respondents found using the different PT information media 
• How confident respondents were that they had found the ‘optimum’ 

route 
 
It is important to note that answers to this type of question are subjective. 
Respondents may over-estimate their level of confidence in order to not feel 
embarrassed by admitting that they have difficulties in completing the tasks. 
However, as respondents were exposed to different types of PT information 
media, any potential bias caused by over-estimation is distributed throughout 
the responses. 
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Comparing how respondents found using the various information media 
reveals that SSBMs were perceived to be the easiest form of PT information. 
As Figure 5.2 shows, over half of respondents (55%) stated they found a 
SSBM ‘slightly easy’ or ‘very easy’ to use, compared to 33% for timetables 
and 38% for network maps. 
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Figure 5.2 - Perceived Ease of Use 

 
Respondents also felt more confident when using the SSBM. They were 
asked to rate how confident they were they had found the ‘optimum’ answer to 
the query, where 1 was ‘not confident at all’, and 5 was ‘very confident’.  
 
Figure 5.3 indicates that respondents felt more confident when using mapping 
information. When using a network map, just under half (47%) stated a 
confidence level of 4 or 5. For SSBMs, just over half (52%) stated a 
confidence level of 4 or 5. Looking at the proportion of respondents who were 
‘very confident’ indicates that the SSBM has a slight advantage over the 
network map, with respective figures of 28% and 19%. 
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Figure 5.3 - Level of Confidence 

 
 
5.4. Potential for SSBMs to Increase the PT Use 
 
As discussed in the introduction, car use has continued to increase whilst bus 
use has been in decline across the UK, with the notable exception of London 
(Figures 1.1 and 1.2). It was therefore of interest to investigate whether 
improving peoples’ knowledge as to where buses actually go, through the 
provision of more relevant mapping information, might have some influence 
on their future travel choices. 
 
Respondents were asked to state on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 5 (highly likely) 
whether they thought a greater adoption of the SSBM concept would 
potentially increase their future bus use. As with all ‘stated preference’ style 
questioning, stated results do not often wholly represent actual future 
behaviour. 
 
The design of the testing framework meant that two-thirds of respondents 
used a SSBM for one of their journey planning tasks. For the one-third who 
didn’t use a SSBM, they were shown the relevant SSBM for the stop at which 
they were tested, at the appropriate stage of the survey. 
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Figure 5.4 presents the breakdown of responses for the whole sample, and by 
those who did use a SSBM and those who didn’t use a SSBM. 
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Figure 5.4 - Potential Future Bus Use 

 
 
Overall, most respondents stated that their future bus use may change, but 
only slightly (level 3). 12% stated that it is ‘highly likely’ that a greater adoption 
of the SSBM concept would lead to a change in their future bus use. 
 
A number of respondents commented on how they already used the bus as 
much as possible, and felt that it would be difficult for them to further increase 
their bus use. Some mentioned that buses were just too ‘inflexible’ for them to 
go about their daily business.  
 
What is interesting to note is that the responses of those who did use a SSBM 
for one of their journey planning tasks were skewed towards the level 5 end of 
the scale. In comparison, the responses of those who didn’t use a SSBM were 
more evenly distributed around the centre of the scale. This difference in the 
spread of results suggests that the SSBM could have some impact on future 
PT use. 
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5.5. Are SSBMs Superior to Their ‘Traditional’ Counterparts? 
 
The results presented suggest that SSBMs do have advantages over the 
more ‘traditional’ forms of PT information media. When using a SSBM, 
respondents were able to find an answer to the query faster than with other 
PT information media. 
 
A greater proportion of answers from the SSBMs were classed as being in the 
‘correct, optimum’ category and overall, users found SSBMs easier to use and 
had a greater level of confidence in their answers. 
 
This does not imply that SSBMs should totally replace existing information 
media. A SSBM is designed to provide the user with an overview of the PT 
journeys that can be made from that particular stop. Journeys to other 
destinations are not shown on the SSBM and so it would be beneficial to the 
user if a SSBM was provided alongside the ‘traditional’ forms of PT 
information to allow them to fully plan any journey they desired. 
 
However, it is also important to consider the additional production and 
administration costs of distributing SSBMs alongside existing PT information. 
If an extra display case is required to accommodate this extra information, it is 
important to try and quantify just how much more ‘superior’ SSBMs are in 
order to justify the additional financial outlay. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Previous studies have shown that a lack of information is a significant barrier 
to PT use. Improving information can play a key role in encouraging modal 
shift away from the car, reducing the socio-economic and environmental 
impacts of congestion, whilst also improving PT patronage levels. 
 
The primary focus of information improvements appears to be on timetables, 
but previous research suggests that mapping information is the preferred 
information medium for planning a PT journey. Only a handful of studies have 
attempted to investigate issues specific to PT mapping, from either a 
cartographic or transport perspective. The general conclusion is that although 
the majority of people are able to use mapping information, few people are 
able to use it efficiently and it is often the case where an intended journey 
could be made by a more suitable route. 
 
This research undertook a review of different network maps and their 
associated user issues. From this, it was identified that although network 
maps are useful to passengers they do have some disadvantages, and it was 
believed that there was a need to provide more relevant mapping information 
at the point of use. 
 
‘Stop-Specific’ Bus Maps were designed for a number of stops across four 
different cities and tested on a diverse range of people, within the actual bus 
stop environment. The preliminary test results indicate that SSBMs perform 
better than ‘traditional’ information media. Not only were respondents able to 
identify a ‘correct, optimum’ route in a shorter time, but they also felt more 
confident in their final choice of route. 
 
It was identified that a greater adoption of the SSBM concept could potentially 
increase the frequency of bus use. However, the time currently required to 
manually produce a SSBM for every bus stop in an area is prohibitive, and 
there is a need for further analysis of the results to identify if there are any bus 
stop characteristics which are particularly suited to SSBMs. Additional work 
into the development of a system to produce these maps automatically would 
be beneficial, and a logical progression of this research. 
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